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The Ground State Energy or the Charged-Boson and -Fermion System 

at the HJgb-DemUy Limit* 

Mitsuaki GINOZA * * and Hideo KANAZA WA * * * 
Abstract 

In the neutura\ system consisting of the charged-bosoM and -nonrelativistic 
(ermion!. the contribution A E of the interaction between components to the ground 
stale energy at the high-density limit is calculated in the density parameter expansion 

by the method of canonical transformation. 
The bosons which are dressed in the interaction cloud specified by a ea~onical 

transformation parameter are introduced. They have acoustic phonon-like dispersion 
relation for our choice of the parameter. 

The eneTgy ~ E in the unit of n:mte:/2 is calculated exactly to the second 

term when the sound velocity is smaller than the Fermi velocity and is given by 

4Q 

where 1I
t 

Is the number density of the bosons with mass m
2 

and charSe e2 • , z "" 

(3/47rn, )1/3 m, c:. Q=2.6220··· ···. a,. (4/9") 1/3. and ml and c, are mass and cbarse 

of fermion , respectively. 

J • Introductioa 
The investigations of the low energy states in many charged·particle systems (many 

electron system, many charged·boson system, electron· ion system, etc.) have been carried 
out by many workers. 

Above all, the many electron system with backgroWld of positive charge which is 
fixed and distributed uniformly has been studied especially due to both its applicability 
to many electron system in metals and the interest related with many body problems 
dealing with Coulomb interaction. Since the potential has no intrinsic range for the case 
of Coulomb interaction, the state of such system is characterized by a single parameter: 

In 2 
"1=(3/4rrH 1) mlt

l
, 

where HI is the number density of particles with mass ml and charge tl. The electron 
correlations in the low density region, the metallic density region, and the high·density 
region have been especially of great interest to many workers. The correlation energy 
per particle of degenerate electron gas at the high·density limit has already been studied 
enough to be given by O.06221og,,\ -O.096+0(r, log"I )' where the energy is measured in 

the unit of mle~/2.1 ) 
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The many charged·boson system with background of fixed and uniformly distributed 
charge of opposite sign provides many interesting problems in the theory of many body 
problems, though it is not easy to find any simple physical system in our vicinity 
corresponding to such model. In other words, the above model provides two interesting 
problems: one is the existence of the condensate and the other is the appearance of the 
divergence in a conventional perturbational calculation which results from both Coulomb 
interaction and the Bose statistics. Since the kinetic and the first order exchange energies 
of the system are zero because of the existence of the condensate, the energy of the 
system is simply that of correlation, Foldy' ) was the first to calculate this energy basing 
on the Bogoliubov's approximationJ ), whose validity criterion is satisfied in the high. 
density region, Even though there were some controversies over the form of the term 
following Foldy's one in the expansion of the ground state energy in terms of the density 
parameter'),') the ground state energy per particle at the high-density limit has been 
sufficiently investigated by now and is given bya),a}- O,803rz _aI' +O.0280+0(r

t 
l/') . where 

3/ tIl Z r2 = ( 4 1t HI) m2et 

and n2 is the number density of the particles with mass fflz and charge ea. The energy 

is in the unit of ffl2e: /2. It should be noted that the energy of the boson gas (and 
hence, the pressure) is negative in the high·density region, 

The role of the background charge of the system described above is simply to 
ensure the neutrality of the whole system. Nevertheless, the interaction between particles 
and the elementary excitations which will arise when the dynamics of the background 
is considered will also be of great interest. Considering that the energy and the pressure 
of the charged·boson gas are negative and that the energy per particle of the system has 
no minimum in the high·density region, the investigation of the background seems to be 
essential for the physical behaviors of this system. 

The model electron·phonon system has given an excellent basis to the study of 
metals, but this is not unrelated with the facts that the disparity in mass between the 

electron and the ion is large and that number density of the particles lies in metallic 
region'), I) ,'l, 

Now our concern will be with the neutral two-component system consisting of 
nonrelativistic charged· fermion and charged-boson. From the neutrality condition, 

and therefore our system can also be characterized by a single parameter 1'1 or rz for 
fixed ml/ m2 and el /er, In this paper we will calculate the contribution of Coulomb 
interaction between boson and fennion to the ground state energy in the form of expansion 
in terms of the density parameter at the high·density limit, 

In the next section we will discuss the canonical transformations to the Hamiltonian 
in the high-density region. First of all, we will take for our Hamiltonian the Bogoliubov's 
approximation and then canonically transform the free boson operators to the bogolon operat· 
ors which are dressed in the boson·formion interaction cloud specified by a transformation 
parameter, E f" Then, after introducing another canonical transformation in the low 
momentum region and expanding the transformed Hamiltonian in the effective boson·fermion 
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interactions, W~ choose E, such that the long-range coupling between 00s0n and fermion 
are eliminated in the lowest order. As the result of these transformations, we obtain the 
shift in the zero-point motions of the bogolon fields, the interaction between fermion! 
through the boson fields, and the higher-order interactions between particles. Finally, we 
will show that the above expansion of the Hamiltonian oonv~rges rapidly in the higb
density region. 

In section 3, the contribution .6. E of the boson-fermion interaction to the ground 
state energy at the high-density limit is shown to be the sum of the shift in the zero
point frequencies of the bogolon fields, of the first order perturbation energy in the 
interaction between fermions through the long-range part of the boson fields, and of the 
second order perturbation energy in the short-range interaction between boson and fermion. 

This energy in the unit of (nz m z 6:)/2 can be calculated exactly to the second term when 

the sound velocity is smaller than the Fermi velocity and is given by 

.6.£ 40 mllell' " ---.-= - I I i i "I 1/' + 
(mmtel/2) 3 1r a m,l ell '1 

Some discussions are given in section 4. 

2. Caooak:aI Trulf'ormatioDl 

We consider the neutral system consisting of charged·spinless bosons and charged· 
fennions with spin t in a unit volume with periodic bJundary condition. The elUtion 
and annihilation operators for the fermion w~th momentm ~ and spin IS" (for the boson 

with momentum I) are denoted by ala and a~ (by b; and bi), respectively. The 

kinetic energy of the particle with the momentum ~,£( (k) r:2k'/2mf with the suffix I 
for fermion and 2 for boson. The Fourier transforms of the interactions between partices 
in this system are given by 

Vfj(P)=41r6iBJP-1 P'*O 

-0 p-o 
where the last equality is the consiquence of the neutrality of the system. It is easy to 
write down the Hamiltonian by the quantities defined above. 

Foldy I) found that the validity criterion for the Bogoliubov's method applied to a 
charged·boson gas is satisfied when the density is so large that there are many particles 

within a sphere of the Bohr radius (tlhe:)-l . This criterion was discussed by Nosal and 
Grandyl) from the standpoint of quantum statistics. The average potential energy of a 
boson in our system is inversely proportional to the average inter·particle spacing, which 
in tum is proportional to the one·third of the average particle number density, while the 
boson condensation temperature in the ideal gas is proportional to the two-thirds of the 
average boson number density. Therefore, if the boson number density in our neutral 
system is very high (,.1< 1), the energy of the condensation is much larger than the 
energy associated with Coulomb interaction. In this case, it is quite natural to expect 
the validity criterion for the Bogoliubov's method applied to our system is satisfied. The 
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BogoJiubov's approximation consists of 
(1) dropping those terms in the Hamiltonian which contain more than two creation or 

destruction oprators for the bosons not in condensate, and 

(2) replacing b! and b. in the remaining terms by the c·number n!, where n. is the 
mean occupation number of the condensate. 

In the charged·boson gas with a neutralizing, uniformly distributed background, the 
fraction of the condensate is') 

/=1 - 0.2114r,3'.+ .... " r.« l. (2.1) 

For the Hamiltonian obtained with these approximations, we consider the following 
canonical transformation: 

hJ =c~p J -S~P ~J (2.2) 

where the coefficients C" and Sp are)lefined as follows: 

C;= ' 1 (I!) +noVu(I!)/ E t. +1. 2w (P) (2.3) 

S; = E 7(1!) + n2VtI(~)/ E t. 
2w(P) - t, (2.4) 

C t ~ I/ ' 
(J) (P)= E ~(p)+2no 'r(P) V u(P)/EpJ • (2.5) 

and we assume that Cp=ct and S~=S:. 
The canonicality of the above transfomation is understood by showing the conservation 
of the commutation relations under this transformation. E I' is here unspecified. If we 
choose E ~=l for all P. the transformation (2.2) is the well·known Bogoliubov 
transformation wbich diagonalizes tbe pair part of the Hamiltonian and introduce bogolons 
in the charged boson gas theory. But in the system in consideration, fermions. which 
are regarded as the neutralizing, uniformly distributed. background in the charged boson 
gas theory, can move in boson fields and have Coulomb interaction with them with 
finite momentwn transfers. Therefore, we set E I' as follows: 

E p is here unspecifed for P< p. 

and E ~= 1 for p> p., (2 .6) 

where Po = (411' m2e;m) I. The reason for setting the equations as above will become 
clear as our calculation proceeds. 

Under the transformation described above, the Hamiltonian obtained with the 
Bogoliubov's approximation then take the following form: 

where 
H=Eo+.6.Eo+Ho+HII+H' u+H"u+HI. 

E ~ ~ Ul,dP)- fI(p)-noVuCP } 0-, - 2 -

(I){P) - (1)11 CP) 
2 

(2.7) 

(2 .7.) 

(2.7b) 
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(2.7c) 

(2.7d) 

at +,., a .... (2.7e) 

W II = (f:(P) + W:/ ) I/I , (2.8) 

and 

(2.9) 

E.and W II (P) given above are the ground state energy and elementary excitation of the 

charged boson gas with the background in the Bogoliubov's approximation, respectively, 
and were calculated first by Foldy') and the energy is given as 

Eo / (n, m, e! /2) = -0.8031'; 1/'+0 (1'~ ) . 

Aa is well·known in the charged boson gas theoryl),'), the correction term to be added 
to the energy in the Bogoliubov's approximation, that is, the correction produced by 

considering the triad and quartet parts of the Hamiltonian and the constancy in boson 
number is of order of unity in the density parameter expansion of the ground state energy 
per particle. Since our treatment is based on the Bogoliubov's approximation. the error 
of order of unity as described above will still remain in our calculation. Therefore. it 
will be meaningless to carry out any further the calculation of the energies per particle 
of order of unity or less in the following. 

Note that ~Eoand HI do not vanish unless E ,=1 for all p. flE •• which arises 

from the shift of the frequencies of the bogolon field, is the first contribution of the 
boson-fennion interaction to the ground state energy. 

The interaction (2.7e) is closely analogous to the electron-phonon interaction in 
metals. NakajimaP) has given a simple field theoretical treatment of the electron-phonon 
interaction in the presence of the electron-electron interaction. Also, Bardeen and Pines' ) 
have investigated the role of the electron-electron interaction in determining the electron· 
phonon interaction in metals dy extending the Bohm·Pines collective description to take 
into account the ionic motion. In the Bardeen and Pines theory. collective coordinates 
are introduced to describe the long-range electron-ion correlation and it is shown by a 
series of canonical transformations that these give rise to plasma waves and to coupled 
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electron· ion waves which correspond to the longitudinal sound waves. Now, if we intro· 
duce plasmon coordinates in obtaining the Hamiltonian (2.7) in the same manners as 
Bardeen and Pinest ) $), we may obtain the energy due to the shift in the zero-point 
motion of the plasma oscillations which is approximately 

• [V j J] 0 • ~ CCl 1 +CCl 2 -CCl. xt-O(r2 )n 2 mt e2 
.6«., ) 

where 

( , )'" k, = 4m1 e1 k f / '1( • (3.10) 

and k f = (3,..'n , ) II' . 

As was discussed in the previous paragraph, this energy need not be calculated. 
We now consider another canonical transfonnation from our operators 
•• A" (a, .. , a, .. , {3 1 . (3,) to a new set of operators ( , ... A, .. , B" B, ) 

The relations between these two sets may be written as 

-is is 
a", = 4) A,,, e (2.11) 

with similar equations for a t.., /3 , , and /3; . We may take S, the generating function 

of our canonical transformation, to be a function of the new operators (A", , At.. , B; , Bt) 
only. The operator relationship between the old and new Hamiltonians is 

(3.12) 

where H (A, A+, B, 8+ } represents that Hamiltonian which is the same function of 

the new coordinates as H (a , a +. fJ , (3 +) is of the old ones, When we use the same 
symbols as the energy operators defined by (2.7c) .. ·(2.7g) in the following discussions, 
it should be understood that their symbols represent the operators obtained. by only 
replacing the old coordinates with the new ones in their corresponding expressions. 

Our canonical transformation is generated by 

V 1/2 + 
S = .:t l:i ~(nO(2(p» AH~ Ai" Bt + hc 

{«Po) I.. E~ CCI(P) (1(1+') ~l() CCI (P) ••• 
(2.13) 

where the principal parts are to be taken in the sums over the energy denominators. We 
shall then demonstrate that this leads to the desired results. 

The first order commutators arising from the operator HII is 

j ( H S)=- 1: .:t VI2 (P) (nOE z( p» 1/1 VI1 (PI) 
II, J«,o )~.. E. CCI (P) f ,(l+ P) f .(k) CCI (P) 

t' ~ ' .. ' .. 

XlI A;. +1',,' AI'''' (Ai ... t-;,~ A1 ... _ A,'" +J..o A, ... ;-.. ) 

+ ( Aj ' ;_.6, .. A, .. - Ai + ~ A, tt''' ) At · +1" " Ai '''' I 8 t 
+h.c. (2.14) 
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The approximation of retaining only the diagonal terms in the round brakets in (2. 14) 
gives essentially the random phase approximation (R.P.A.) . There are a number of 

exchange terms in (2. 14) wbich are diagonal parts of Ai +~ A~ BJ . The contribution 

of these terms may be neglected when r,PO/mle~ « 1. I) This condition is sufficiently 

satisfied at the high·density limit. In the R. P. A.. then, we obtain 

i [ H o +HII ,S] = t:J.H" - H' l2 

if we choose 

where 

(0) 
E~ =l + Vn(P) IT (P) P<Po 

(2.15) 

(2. 16) 

and n, .. is the occupation Dumber of the state specified by ~ and (T • By calculating 

the first order commutator arising from tbe operator H'II • the following relation is 

also obtained: 

where 

!J.H. =! ,sc:(~) ~ V" eP)" (p, k) A," +~A'<T A;' _~a' A,.".. , 

+h,c. 

I'". ' 

x ( At +t ~ " .. A,", - A;"h AI-"a] 
fl(k+p) fl(k) 

[Bj' B}+ B+ #' B,J 
w (p) 

(2.17) 

(2.18) 

(2.19) 

Expanding formally (2,12) in the power series of $, putting the definition of 
H(A,A+,B,B") obtained from (2 .7), collecting terms appropriately, and making use of 
the relation (2 .15) and (2.17), we obtain 

(2.20) 

-is IS + t:J.U+h+ e H"U e 

where 

(2 .21) 
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In (2.21), CA.B) " denotes the n·th order commutation of A with B. 
In the remaining of this section we will consider the problem of the convergency 

of the expansion of the canonical transformation generated by (2.13) in a power series 

ofS, that is, (Vu(P)/c,) ( nOft (p)/W(P) ) I. The transformation is such as to 
introduce new individual fermion wave functions which depend on the boson operators. 
One may expect then that the expansion will converge rapidly if 

1 >~ (VaCP» t no f t CP) 
/>..('0) e, - fl) (P) - (f IC.l+ p) 

1 
(2.22) 

f ICk)+ w(P») I 

The numerators are small and difficulty arises only from the terms for which the energy 

denominators are correspondingly small, Let us introduce here the idea of Frohlich')') 
who suggested omitting from the transfonnation operator C2.13) those terms which have 
small energy denominators, i.e., those for which 

I f I (.l + p) - f I Ck) ± fl) CP) I < r 

When the same is done in our transformation, we find that we can choose r large enough so 
that C2.22) is satisfied and small enough to have a negligible effect on the self<onsistent 
field • . The equation (2,22 ) is roughly equivalent to 

w, 1 .;( r 
(21rk,/mlel) 

The relative error involved in taking the principal part summation is of order of 

_r_ , , (see Bardeen and Pines'>.) 

where f f is the Fermi energy. Now, as we will see in next section, the leading term 
of the contribution from the interaction between the components to the energy is of order 

of r;' . Therfore, the error in this energy is of order of r;' r / f f • H we choose 

r ...... 1M 1 , then the error in this energy per particle is of order of rl and the condition 

of rapid convergence is (mJ/ml)rl«l . Hence. we can treat these two conditions exactly 
at the high-density limit (rl-~o). 

3, The energy at the IUgh-density limit 

The Hamiltonian C2. 20) can be treated by perturbation theory in which Ha is the 

unperturbed Hamiltonian. The contribution of the interactions tJ. U, h, and e- Is H "II ei S 

to the energy per particle vanish at the high-density limit (see Appendix C), so that 
the high-density limit Hamiltonian is 

(3 .1) 

tJ. H. is the interaction between fermions through the long-range part of boson fields 
and tJ.Hb is the short·range interaction between boson and fermion, 

The first-order perturbation energy is 
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E')=E + dE .. . 
where 

E = - O.916ri' (H, m, e~ /2) .. 
dE. = t J((~) t. VI1 (p) >.. O.Te) oJ .. (l-H~+~) 

The second-order perturbation energy is 

E(2) = dE + (Second Order in HII + dH ) • • 
where 

(3.2) 

(3.3) 

In order to estimate the second and higher order contributions of the interaction 
Hit + dH. ' we approximate >.. (p,k) 8 (Po - p) with the averaged constant X. which is 

defined as 

(3.4) 

By following the Gell-Mann and Bruckner'S calculation') of the correlation energy of an 
electron gas at the high-density limit, we can estimate the contribution of the second and 
higher order in the interaction given by H +!J. H ,which is u • 

, , 
t l: l: l: n~ .. (l n4+ .... ) nl' ,..(1 nf h ') V !! (p) (1 + ).) 

J<~.)~" "<T' fl(k+P>+ fl(k' P) fl(k) f,(k ' ) 

= (O.0622Iogr , +O(r~») • (1+>..)2 n , m, eU2 (3.5) 

From (3.4) and (3.5), it is obvious that the contribution of d H. to this energy per 

particle vanishes at the high-density limit. 
Since d H b represents the short-range interaction, the effect of screening by 

fermions may be neglected. The fourth·order perturbation energy of !J.Hb " !J.Eb('l , is of 

order of r~ n2mZe; • Therefore, in our calculation, the contributions from ARb to the 

ground state energy per particle is only AEb given by (3 .3) _ 

From the discussions thus far, the contribution of the boson-fermion interaction to 
the ground state ene~gy at the high·density limit is obtained as 

The dispersion relation for the introduced bosons can be expanded as follows: 

1- E e 

" 
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Using this expansion in the expression (2.7) and refering to the Appendix A. we obtain 

dEo= - tl«~D) ( w:k:/ w.p' Ell) (Ko(fJ, w)+Ko(P,-W)) 

+0 (1': )nJ m, e; (3.6) 

In the order estimation of the second term in (3.6), we used the (A,S) as Ell' By the 

definition of go, we also get 

boE = - t 1: (w!k:/ w P') gDO, II) ) (3.8) 
b " ( 110) II II 

Using the expression (A.2), we can calculate (3 .6), (3.7), and (3.S). and then obtain 
the contribution from the boson·fermion interaction to the ground state energy which is 
calculated exactly to the second term in the density parameter expansion. The result is 
(see Appendix B). 

o (Iogr,). (3.9) 

where 

Q = f : dx -(::-,:-+--:t':'~:-. ::) ,.i7l/2 = 2 . 6220 .. .. .. 

4. Discussion and CQRciuslOllS 

Taking the Bogoliubov's approximation for the given Hamiltonian and performing 
a series of canonical transformations, we obtain the effective Hamiltonian at the high
density limit given by (3.1). In the Hamiltonian obtained this way, there is no long· 
range interaction between boson and fermion. 

It is shown exactly that the dispersion relation of the introduced boson is acoustic 
phonon·like in the low momentum region for s/v,~O, where s and v, are the sound 

velocity and Fermi velocity, respectively. It is shown also for the momentum much smaller 
than the Thomas·Fermi screening constant that the solution of this type satisfies the 
dispersion relation approximately for s/ v,':f 1. 

The contribution of the boson·fermion interaction to the ground state energy is 
calculated exactly to the second term in the expansion in the density parameter r J and 

is given by (3.9). 
In the discussions above, the order estimation of the terms which contribute to 

the ground state energy were carried out by making use of (A.S) as the transformation 
parameter, Ell' The expression (A.S) for E II is exact for s/ v, .... O and approximate for 

s/v ,-5. 1. That E p is given by (A.8) is equivalent to saying that the dispersion relation 
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of the introduced boson is acoustic phonon.like. 
The dispersion relation (2.5) describes such boson mode that has infinite life-time 

for any value of s/v, since the solution of (2.5) corresponding to the boson mode is real 
due to our choice of the exPressions (2.6) and (2.16) as E p' The life-time of an actual 
mode, however. will be finite in general for finite value of S/V I • For our calculation, 
however, the boson mode described above is introduced. Therefore, it is not surprising 
if there exists such an unphysical case that the solution of acoustic phonon· like disappeares 
for s/v,>l in our dispersion relation as shown in Appendix B. It is essential in our 
treatment whether or not we can calculate the exact result, but there is no reason in 
our calculation why we can not conclude that the result given by (3.9) is exact to the 
second term of the expansion in the density parameter ". for s/v, ~ L 

Appendix A. The dispersion relation of the introduced bosons 
From the equation (2.6) and (2.16), the parameter E 1 of our canoical ttansforma 

tion can be expressed as follows: 

where, 

E,~I+t (k. j P )' (S.<P.w(p))+s.(fi.-w(p))) 9(P.-P) 

s. (fi. w (P»~ 

~ 9 (2-x)! x (1+. ) 
2x 1 ' 

~+S. I 11- s,ll + (1-S!) log ru;l- (1-S~) log ~ 

+ 8(%-2)1 % 
2x \ 

+ 2u,,+ (l-S!) 

x = Plk, 

",= w( P) /2%f, 

,nd 

S± =x/2± u, 

(A.I) 

(A.2) 

(A.3) 

Since x<Po/k,-,,~ for P< Po, x<l for P<Po in the high·density region. When 

(A.2) is expanded for fixed up in a power series of x, we get 

where 

0 0 (u, )=l + l up lo~~:::1 
1 1 

at (u,,) = - 2 1 u' , 

(AA) 

(A.S) 
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Since the terms higher than the second in the expansion of (A.4) can be neglected in 
the case of high.density Iimt, (A.I) and (2.5) become as follows: 

E#= 1 + (k./PJ 200 (U,o) 0 (Po - P) 

w(P) = sp COo (u,,)+ (Plk. )' J - t 

=w lI(P) 

where S is the velocity defined by S = W ,Ik •. 

P< Po 

P>Po 

Since U,, < (s/vro! J owing to (A.7) wherev r = k r/ml' ",0 --') 0 

(hence 00 =1) especially in the case of 

(s/vr ) = Cml e2 13m 2 e, J i ~O . 

Then (A.6) and (A.7) become as follows: 

E p = 1+ (k, / p)2 0 (P o - P) 

w(P) ~ sP (1 + ( Plk,)') . , 

~ w (P) • 

P<P. 

P>P • 

(A.G) 

(A.7) 

( A.B) 

(A.9) 

Therefore, in this case the dispersion relation of the introduced bosons becomes that of 
acoustic phonon in the low momentum region which is quite different from that of 
bogoions in the charged boson gas. The sketch of the dispersion relation is shown in Fig. A.I. 

w. 

O~------~k~,--~~~-------tp 

Fig.AI. The sketch or the dispersion relation (solid line) of tbe introduced boson. 

When p «k. ' we can investigate the dispersion relation given by CA.7) for finite 
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value of slvt . Using the definition of up given by CA.3). CA.7) can be rewritten as 

follows: . -. 
0 0 (up) = (slv/ ) up (A.IO) 

The solutions of this equation are shown in Fig. A. II as the intersectioins of the graphs . -. 
0 0 (u~ ) and (slv I ) u~ 

; 
1 

· · 
. , 

• , , 

'. 
". 

--'--!~1f 
", -'--'" 

1 

Fig. All. The acoustic phonon like solutions which arc shown as thc intersections of 

the graphs Qo (",,) shown by solid line and ($/l}f)!U;! shown by dashed line. 

Since we may choose any solutions in specifying the canonical transfonnation 
parameter c~, we will take the value corresponding to the solution A as the parameter 

c p' Then since 0o (up) "",,1 in this choice for (slv,) ~ 1, the equation (A.8) and (A.9) 

hold approximately also for (slv,) ~ 1 

Appendix B. The calculation of (3.6). (3.7), and (3.8) 
From (A.2) we obtain the expansion in terms of 5+ and 5_, that is, 

for p< po, 
I 1 ~ 

g. (p, • (P)) + g. (p, - • (P)) ~ 2 \ 1 -xI:.. 
(2n+l)(2.+3) I 

g. (P . • (P)) - g. (p,-. (P)) ~ 2 {u, 
forp>p~, 

h+3 2 .. -1- 3 
1 ~ S 

log tt _ - I; _"S"",-:-"+~_,-:-,,.
p x .. ~G (2n+ l)(2n+3) 

ht2 h-l-2 \ 1 ~ S __ , -=_,--;_- ",S.;,-_[ 
4x H_I n(n+l) 

(B.I) 

(B.2) 
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+ iJ (x_2) 1..!..+~+.-L-S! IOgll + S+ It 
l 2 x 2x ~s:11 . (B.3) 

The integration after substitution of (B. 1) into (3.6) , gives 

(B . ' ) 

where we made use of (A.S) and (A.9) as E"and IJ) (P ) , respectively, in the calculation 
of the order estimation in (B.4) . The contribution from the second term of (B. 1) to 
(B.4) is of order of unity. 

When (B.2) is put into (3.7), the contribution from the first term of (B.2) is 

Hlm1e! ( 2m 1e l ). f"" log u dp , 
2 , 1I'mze, 0 pc, 

where the leading term can be calculated exactly and is given as follows: 

( I( m,_,) . . )n.m .• : 
-Z- 211'ffl

1
e

l 
log r z + 0 (log r1 ) 2 

The contribution, from the second term of (6. 2) is o (,.! ) (" t mle:> / 2. Hence, 

6E • (B.5) 

The integrat ion after substitution of (8 . 3) into (3 . 8) yields 

.6.E 4melll 
- 1 

-.,-,-:::':::;'",,~ , , Jd ,--,=~= 
(n me' /2 ) - - 3IJ'1I'ZameS/l,.1 /' x~l 1 • 

Z Z, I Z Z I + ' x 

(B .6) 

In these calculations, the first and second terms in the braket of the first term of 
(B.3) contribute to the first and second terms of (B.6). respectively, and the contribution 
from the second term of (B.3) to (3.6) is of order of unity. 

Finally, (3 .9) is obtained by adding (8.4) . (B.5). and (B.6) together. 

Appendix C. The contribution from e- iS H;zels • aU, and h. 
First of all , let us estimate the contribution of e- 1s H:z t rs to the ground state 

energy on the basis of the perturbation theory, where H . is regarded as the unper~urbed 
Hamiltonian and the remaining operators i.n the Hamiltonian (2.20) are the perturbations. 
Since the energy contribution of each term in the expans ion of canonically transformed 
Hamiltonian generated by (2.13) in the power series of S may converge rapidly as is 
shown in the last part of section 2, we will estimate only the contribution of the first 
term H" u to the ground state energy. The lowest-order perturbation energy of H" u is 

( see (2.1() ) . 
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aEII= f<~.)V~I(P)(C~" _ 1 1 S!, +C 11'_11 S I I '-JI C#, S#, )M(~,~ ' ), (C.l) 

" where C# and S# are defined by (2.3) and (2.4), respectively, and 

M (P, P' ) ~,~ '. (k) 
n i .. (l-n4+"') 

'.(Ji+h -(P') -UP' PI) (C,2) 

We can estimate the order of magnitude of a E" by noticing that the dominant 
contribution in the sum over ~ in (C. 1) is in the low momentum region. The dependence 
of aE" on the dentsiy parameter is as follows: 

!J..E" 0 (,-1 /') 
(nl mae:/ 2)..... I 

(C, 3) 

Next, let us consider the contribution of aU given by (2.19). The terms with 
p' = -~. which are excluded in the expression (2.19), are used to eliminate the interaction 
H t as is seen from the equation (2 . 17). Each term in the interaction aU is quadratic 
in the boson variables multiplied by the nondiagonal product of fennion operators such as 
A;.,.6, .. A.l0"' This is the same character with that of H"w Moreover. !J..U consists of 
terms higher in order than H ila in the power series expansion of S. Therefore, the 
contribution of !J.. U to the ground. state energy per particle may vanish. 

Finally, it is obvious that the main contribution of h given by (2.21) to the 
ground state energy arises from n = l: 

h = -~- (2 6 H. + H , ' 5) (C, ') 

Calculating the commutator, we obtain 

This interaction is of exactly the same character as H ' li except that this is smaller 
than H ' u by a factor of < ~(~,k) (1- E- 1) > ..... ,-;1' 

# # ( # 0 ·-·1 Therefore, h can be neglected at the high-density limit. 
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